
Holy Handrub!
It was another wholly holistic day in Recovery when the Handrub metrics floated in, unseen by all 
but found mysteriously manifest in A3 full colour, stuck to the wall by the Recovery hand-wash sink.

It's not a great sink as sinks go, being narrow and uninviting and underlined by a big and blue and 
visibly soiled water absorbent floor mat to catch the drips and the splashes and spray.

But it is our sink, and we are proud to have it as a reminder of that great act of hand hygiene, an 
act that is as essential to safety and quality performance as any can be.

It is a reminder that stretches back over time and geography all the way to the Crimean War and to 
Florence, the patron saint of nursing worldwide, who proved that big oversights can accompany big 
assumptions with devastating effect, and that all may not be as it seems.

So we were astounded, John and I, when we looked at the hand hygiene metrics and saw, 
resplendent in red, an epic fail.

We scored 20 percent compliance in Moment 2, and had a total compliance score of 60%

Even the PSAs smashed us out of the metaphorical handwash water, as they got 100%.

And so it was that we,the 'Below Ten Thousand' team, decided to try our hands at applying the 
principles of High Performance Team methodologies to the problem apparent before our stunned 
tired eyes and our shiny pink hand-rubbed hands.

This is the result:

 



Rule 1: Never assume that something is simple.

The metrics of Hand Hygiene audits are linked to quality and safety outcomes.

In fact, once we bring up the subject of outcomes and separate them out from the metrics, it is 
possible to visualise, especially from a Recovery point of view, exactly what we are trying to 
achieve.

This saves energy and allows us to focus on strategic interventions.

Outcome, in our environment, is specifically a reduction in bloodstream infections due to 
contamination during insertion or handling of intravenous lines.

Handling IV lines is pretty much the most dangerous and probably the most frequent thing we do.

It would be simple to assume that hand hygiene is a major determinant of bloodstream born 
infection rates. 

But unfortunately, it is but one element in a multi-factorial and multi-sequenced event that we take 
completely for granted.

 



Rule 2: Never assume that a metric is contextually correct.

Written in small font at the bottom of the report were the words: 'Adapted from WHO 
Recommendations' and a website URL.

When we looked up the specific information, we found transposition of some key words.

For instance, the words 'Aseptic task' had been replaced by the word 'procedure', a small change 
with some significant implications.

Also, we were not convinced that the Holy Grail of '5 Moments of Hand Hygiene' could be applied 
precisely to our particular setting. 

The Nightingale ward layout, pace of work, multilayered task-sets and patient ratios were different 
to, say, a typical hospital ward which the '5 moments' designers most likely had in mind when they 
derived it.

Two things are happening here that require self-checking:

First, are we simply being resistant to change, and if so, how do we navigate that territory?

And, "Does one size fit all?"

If it does, does our system of work have to change in order to better fit the policy?

 



Rule 3: In the first instance, look at the systems processes, not the people.

As it were, blaming the people for not complying reflects a culture of blame.

It is easy, definitive, satisfying, and wrong.

The people are merely enacting the system.

And sometimes the system conspires against good peoples' best intentions.

Worse, it may inflame other risks which may make the outcome worse.

Like the skin on a poor nurse's sensitive hands.

 



Rule 4: "Consider everything!" 

The PSAs had a perfect score. Right?
Full points for the consistency in their observed practice. 
We pondered: Why would that be?

So, having pondered these few aspects of our Systems rubric, we set to work to see where we 
could improve our outcomes with relation to intravenous infectious diseases and compliance with 
stipulated policy in our little unit in our little hospital in our little town in our little state in our little 
nation of the world.

 



Achieving High Performance Outcomes:
If indeed the outcome we want is zero bloodstream infections resulting from IV contamination, here 
is our High Performance Team methodology solution:

Cannulation:

Use disposable IV insertion trays with disposable tourniquets. Allow prep solutions time to dry, 
remove the perception of urgency where none exists (i.e. relax and optimise your starting position), 
and aim for first pass.

What we were blind to was that the last great act when inserting an IV cannula before commencing 
the 'clean' part of the invasive procedure was to apply the reusable tourniquet with procedure-
ready hands.

Unclean, reusable tourniquet.

This act contaminated the fingers of the gloves which tapped the prepped skin and held the 
cannula and connected the cap and applied the dressing once done.

Further, cannulating devices were often placed on the bed or on an unsterile dish, further 
compounding the possibility of contamination.

Confined workspace, concern for cost implications and the perception of time pressure all combine 
to impact on these processes.

These factors may easily be overcome by designing more sterile processes using improved 
ergonomics and better room layout or design.

Further, setting up IV lines should be seen as important in terms of cleanliness.

Haste shouldn't over-ride the need for absolute cleanliness.

So if the IV bag or line should fall onto the floor. it should be discarded.

The IV line tip and arterial line tip should not rest on the bed linen without a protective cover over it.

A new arterial line pressure bag should be used for every case.

Re-usable, no matter how clean it looks, is unclean.

 



'Scrub The Hub' protocol: 

This means that we go to the extra effort to make sure the IV injection port is clean at all times. 

If this means adding in a minimum volume injection port and bung, then so be it. 

The bung should be placed free of the patient's skin, bed linen and surrounds. 

This way, alcohol swabbing is more effective, since the hub is always clean and access is easier.

Remember to keep the tips of all syringes sterile in between injections and alcohol wipes plentiful 
right near where you need them.

Further compounding this aim is the fact that injection of IV drugs in anaesthesia often coincides 
with airway management, so anaesthetists transition seamlessly between interacting with oral 
secretions and giving drugs.

Taking out patient dentures, handling cross-hatched laryngoscope handles, manipulating airway 
anatomy and performing oral suction all contaminate hands and compromise hand hygiene during 
periods of high task load density.

Is it unreasonable to expect perfection at this time, since it is impractical under current practices?

Or is it simply ethically more reasonable to engineer practices that enable perfection?

The use of an intubation trolley with an easily accessible contaminated waste bag allows 
segregation of equipment, allows double gloving for the messy part of the intubation and the ability 
to peel off and discard the contaminated glove after handling oral instruments. 

It offers a means of reducing contamination if strict task segregation cannot remove it.

In Recovery, having a clearly accessible bung simplifies sterile access, offers a more strategic 
method of access and affords a more precise ability to comply with hand hygiene moments.

Bundling of tasks may also help.

For example, giving all the drugs you want to give at one time decreases hub swabbing and hand 
rubbing, and delivering several doses over ten minutes without also attempting to document and 
check dressings and adjust pillows in between reduces the risk of contamination of the IV injection 
port.

Once again, efficient operational procedures and sufficient time to perform tasks reduces the risk 
of contamination.

If it is important, we will find a way to do it. 



Environment:

The reason the PSAs succeeded was that they were set up to succeed.

There were two hand rub dispensers plainly visible and accessible the moment they stepped into 
Recovery.

And they had ample time and opportunity to comply whilst waiting for handover to finish.

In contrast, the hand rub dispensers in the Recovery Bays were often absent, poorly placed, and 
even hidden behind curtains, IV poles and equipment.

So that even if they wanted to comply, a nurse may very well risk contaminating their hands 
following the application of the solution anyway.

They might meet the metric and still fail in delivering the outcome.

Further, bedsheets, bedrails and attempts at privacy in a highly visible ward layout compounded 
the problem.

An excuse is not a solution however, and thus, having highlighted the inadequacies of the hand 
hygiene environment, the only resolution is to fix it.

Excuses should only happen once.

 



Context:

Not all 5 moments occur on each interaction with our patient in our environment. 

It may be that we need to reconsider how we interpret Moments 2 and 4 and understand that they 
may be combined with Moments 1 and 5 in the provision of Recovery patient care.

If the 5 Moments document is unclear within this context and yet results are tied to Accreditation, 
we must then realise it may only be possible to comply with the hand hygiene directives of the 
World Health Organisation by reconsidering time constraints, the care environment and re-
examining actions needed to ensure best practice clinical competencies.

Every care task takes place in a context of shared patient load. 

Things happen fast, unpredictably, dangerously and often.

Even when it doesn't exist, there is always the perception of urgency.

Analgesia and PONV medications are delivered amid a myriad of other tasks such as receipt of 
patients, discharge, care for unconscious patients, airway monitoring, haemodynamic monitoring, 
observing, warming, managing bladder washouts, charting, chasing orders and arranging bed 
linen.

Therefore at all times, in order to remove time pressures of cascading tasks, we may need to 
consider allocating no greater than one patient per nurse if you want to increase compliance, 
safety and good clinical outcomes.

 



Conclusion:

Clinicians cannot be held to blame for delivering undeliverable audited outcomes so long as they 
are performing in the absence of purposeful neglect.

In High Performance methodologies the impetus is to optimise processes and coach clinicians to 
succeed in their compliance.

If the newly derived reality seems overly ambitious, we must rationalise our logic by calculating that 
we need only prevent a few infected hips to pay for the changes or at least to make them 
effectively cost neutral.

Current Result: Could do better.

Future Outcome: WILL do better, so long as everybody comes together in the spirit of High 
Performance Teams.


